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In 2007, Audinate introduced the. Download Virtual Sound Card SDK For Windows. Comments Category:Utility softwareQ: Index and uniqueness on certain properties I have a function that accepts an array of associative objects with properties each representing a specific event type. + (instancetype)eventWithItems:(NSArray *)items { NSParameterAssert(items!= nil); return [self eventWithItems:items
propertyNames:nil]; } The implementation of the function should make sure that all the passed-in objects contain a unique combination of the propertyNames passed in. How would I go about implementing this? I have a basic idea but I'm wondering if it could be done in a more efficient way. Thanks A: I'm not familiar with this language, but in C# you can use IEnumerable.Distinct. You can use this to find the unique
properties in your array. You can't use the Set method though as that is an ICollection implementation. I don't think ICollection is compatible with this operation, either. (1) Field of the Invention This invention relates to a transfer switch for controlling the flow of electrical power to a load. More specifically, the invention pertains to a transfer switch for a portable power tool having an electrical power source that is
connected to the output of a generator and a portable electrical power tool, wherein the transfer switch may be switched from the generator to the portable power tool to power the portable power tool in a predetermined mode. (2) Description of the Related Art Portable power tools are typically powered by either rechargeable or disposable batteries. Conventional rechargeable batteries typically are not durable enough
for extended use. Rechargeable batteries that are used in portable power tools are charged by a generator that is coupled to the power cord of the portable power tool. The generator may be either manually or automatically controlled. When a generator is controlled by a person, the generator is coupled to the power cord of the portable power tool when the portable power tool is to be used. When the generator is
controlled by a motion sensor or other device, the generator is activated when the portable power tool is moved within a predetermined proximity to the generator. Conventional transfer switches for portable power tools typically are connected directly between the battery and the power cord of the portable power 2d92ce491b
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